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The average home price in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) hit a new
22-month low in December 2022 as high interest rates and low
demand made for a rocky end to the year. The average GTA home
price in December 2022 was $1,051,216, a 9% decrease year-over-
year and a 3% decrease compared to last month. That’s the lowest
that the GTA’s average home price has been since February 2021,
when the average home price was $1,045,488.

A continued slowdown in sales can be seen across the Toronto
housing market as mortgage rates remain elevated with more Bank
of Canada rate hikes in store. 

There were 3,117 home sales in the Toronto housing market during
the month of December 2022, which is a 48% decrease from the
6,031 sales in December 2021. It’s also a 31% decrease from last
month’s 4,544 home sales.

The benchmark home price, which measures the price of an
“average” home, has kept up with its steady decline from last spring’s
peak in prices. The GTA’s benchmark home price for December 2022
was $1,081,400, the ninth consecutive month that it has declined.
Meanwhile, the GTA’s average home price has declined for two
months in a row, with the overall downward trend in prices being
broken by a slight increase in average prices heading out of summer
2022.

The City of Toronto saw its average price decrease by just 0.5% year-over-
year to $1,017,989 for December 2022. However, other cities within the
GTA housing market experienced more significant changes in home
prices.
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GET VIP ACCESS ON LATEST
PRECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 

UPCOMING CONDOS IN 
HAMILTON FROM 

LOW $400,000S

UPCOMING CONDO LOFTS 
IN MARKHAM  FROM 

FROM  $700,000S

SINGLE DETACHED HOMES 
IN CALEDON  FROM 

FROM  $1.3 M

URBAN TOWNHOMES IN PICKERING
FROM $800,000S

UPCOMING CONDOS IN OSHAWA 
FROM $400,000S

LUXURY PRIVATE HOMES IN FORESTHILL 
FROM $1.9M

SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR LIMITED TIME
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Top 3  Advantages of Buying Pre-Construction

NEW IS BETTER
With time, buildings become dated, maintenance
fees start to rise and problems start to crop up.
 Whereas if you purchase a new preconstruction

project, in four years, you’ll have a brand new
property. And, it’ll be in demand while hopefully

having appreciated with or above the market during
the construction period.

AN EXTENDED DEPOSIT STRUCTURE
When purchasing a new build , the deposits are
typically spread out. This can extend over 18- to
24-months. Not having to put down 20% upfront
allows investors and buyers to save up.  During

the 3- to 5-year time it takes for the project
completion, other than paying the deposit

structure, there is no mortgage obligation until
closing. In fact, the mortgage kicks in only on

closing. This means you own a pre-construction
property but it will not show up on your credit

bureau until you have closed.

A CIVILIZED PROCESS
Oftentimes, when purchasing resale, the most desirable

properties can have  bidding wars. In these types of
scenarios, a competitive offer has to be a firm offer with no

conditions to compete for a property. However, when
buying pre-construction, you have a 10-day cooling off
period. During this time, you can review the purchase

information with your lawyer, lender, realtor, and financial
advisor. You’ll also want to use this time to do further due

diligence on the builder and area.


